January 18-19, 1985

January 18: JESSICA HAGEDORN AND THE GANGSTER CHOIR

THE ARCHITECT OF EMOTION

Personnel:  Jessica Hagedorn - vocals
            Laurie Carlos - vocals
            Vernon Reid - lead guitar
            Bugsy Moore - percussion, vocals
            Pheeroan Ak Laff - drums
            Daryl Morgan - bass
            Frank Finley - rhythm guitar
            Paul Shapiro - saxophone
            Steve Bernstein - trumpet

            And Special Guest -
            Nicky Paraiso as The Architect - piano, vocals

All lyrics by Jessica Hagedorn; music by The Gangster Choir except for:
"The Architect of Emotion" by Jessica Hagedorn & Nicky Paraiso,
"Corpuscle Chaos" by Laurie Carlos & Alfre Woodard,
"Power Tools" by Vernon Reid, and
"Angel Eyes" by Earl Brent & Matt Dennis.

...

January 18-19: THE KIDD JORDAN ELEKTRIK BAND

Personnel:
            Paul Batiste - guitar
            Hurley Blanchard - drums
            Jonathan Bloom - congas
            Elton Heron - bass
            Edward "Kidd" Jordan - saxophone
            Darrel Lavine - synthesizer
            Carl LeBlanc - guitar

Ed Young - road manager/artist representative